Whether it is for business reasons, holidays or family visits, opportunities to travel abroad are on the rise. Are you insured in case of illness or accident abroad?
With Mundo insurance, you are covered all the year round in case of illness or accident abroad.

**Mundo benefits**

Mundo covers, complementarily to compulsory health insurance, the following expenses up to CHF 100,000/year:

- Outpatient treatment and hospitalisation (including EU/EFTA deductibles payable by yourself)
- Medically-prescribed transport
- Repatriation to Switzerland
- Search and rescue
- Visit by a close relative in case of hospitalisation longer than seven days
- Any necessary vaccinations before departure
- A lump-sum death benefit of CHF 5,000

**Dual expertise at your service**

As a multilane insurer, our activity focuses on health insurance and pension provision.

Whether you are a private customer, a self-employed individual or a business, we undertake to cater to all types of profiles.

The special terms and conditions of insurance apply.